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Be Contented
But Don't Be Satisfied
Always Strove Upward

Stick to Sound
Principles, but Adopt
the Better Methods
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"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
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SCHOOL BUILDING
PROJECT EXPECTED
TO START FRIDAY

EDITORIAL

Lets Build It

WHILE HEROES SLEEP

YOUTHFUL AIRMAN
MAKES NON - STOP
FLIGHT TO PARIS

4,000 ATTEND BIG
SINGING DESPITE
THREAT OF RAINS

Whether or not Benton will
btilicl,a new school building looms
up as the crucial test problem of
the town's progress. It's a RubiCrowd Sets Record for Orderlimast be crossed if we are Flies Alone from New York to
Jones, of State Department, Will con that
as
known
be
ness; Choir Consists of Oldto move forward and
French Capital, Nearly 4,Confer With Citizens Here
a "good town". If we meet deer Singers.
000 Miles in 34 Hours.
feat on this project it will take
Friday.
many a hard effort to get back
HOMECOMERS ARE HERE;
where we, are now, in fact, it will NEW EPOCH IN AVIATION
.WILL BE GUEST OF
be difficult to do so at all.
PRICE MAKES ADDRESS
INAUGURATED BY YOUTH
CLUB AT LUNCHEON
The need for a new school
building here is so apparent'from
Despite threatening weather a
A new epoch in aviation has
viewpoint that it need be
every
a
of
Work for the construction
of :visitors estimated to be
crowd
argued no, further. We either do been inaugurated.
new school building in Benton
Little
of
Lindbergh,
it
of 4,000 attended the
in
don't
excess
we
Charlie
if
And
or we don't.
will be started here Friday when will be difficult to find a logical Falls, Minn., landed at Le BourOld Southern Harannual
43rd
0. J. Jones, will be in Benton for reason for our shortcoming.
get, France, at 5:21 p. m. (Easmony Singing at Benton Sunday.
If we are not on the brink of tern daylight time) Saturday in
The number was much larger than
the purpose' of assisting the citidistrict
school
tragedy in that school one record-smashing jump from
Benton
sudden
the
was expected when the morning
zens of
dawned with promise of rain and
in getting started on their plans. building we are at least in the Roosevelt Field, New York.
"Well, here we are" was his
Mr. Jones will co-operate with midst of slow injury. The light
rain did fall shortly before noon
the Young Men's Progress Club and ventilation in that brick greeting to the enthusiasm-maddriving the crowd to shelter and
and will be their guest at the shack on the hill. or rather the dened crowd.
Interrupting plans for the tradiUnaccompanied, Lin dbergh
regular weekly luncheon, at which lack of them, are very hard
tional dinner on the court house
he will outline the same plans strains physically on the boys and drove his plane, "The Spirit of
lawn.
laid before a small committee of girls who endeavor to learn their St. Louis," over the nearly 4,000
The court square was roped off
citizens here about two months lessons thefe. It is not' a fit place mile oh track, clipping about two
from automobile and vehicular
for grown persons, not to men- hours and a half off the most opago.
traffic and no traffic accidents or
A committee will be appointed tion growing boys and girls who timistic time allowance.
personal disorders of any kind
The world's imagination was.
to work out definite plans with suffer more than elders in unwere reported. No drunkness was
fired by his exploit.
Mr. Jones in the afternoon and favorable surroundings.
apparent. It was the second conWe shall not attempt to defend 'Spontaneous celebrations hr
it is hoped that it will be possible
secutive time that Big Singing
to submit these plans to a mass Benton if it does not replace that scores of cities both here and State Teachers College Annual Popular Evangelist Will Preach has been enjoyed without a sinmeeting of school patrons Friday ungainly structure on the hill, abroad lasted far into the night;
gle bit of trouble or disorder.
Twice Daily at Church
Exercises To Extend Thru
night at the court house.
which displays our laggardness to President Coolidge and executives
'A large 'number of homes in
of Christ Here.
Mr. Jones has information on every visitor ,that comes to town, of other nations flashed their
Tuesday.
Benton had' visitors for the day,.
congratulations and these were
several financing plans that have anti we deserve no defense.
several coming a day or so earlbeen successful in communities
The blame for the condition we supplemented by the thousand
been
already
ier and remaining over the enhas
interest
Plans
Much
—
21
May
Ky.,
Murray,
in the same position as this one; have rests on no one in particular from other individuals publicly
week end. Hornecomers motortire
serrevival
of
series
a
in
shown
comthe
for
have been completed
that is, unable to issue bonds to but is the burden of us all and prominent.
from distant states and
in
ed
At Detroit, Charles' mother re- mencement week of the Murray vices to be held at the Benton many Marshall countains in Desufficient amount to construct a through th•O assistance of us all
beginning troit and other northern industlaxed her steadily maintained at- State Normay school and. Teach- Church of Christ,
building, These plans include the it must ,be eliminated. '
.2nd. The rial cities arrived home for the
issuance of bonds and an auxilBenton, what ,are you going to titude of silent confidence and
June
College, which will be held Thursday evening,
1I
through tears of joy declared his
byY
Elder F. occasion.
iary method of raising money for do about it?
led
be
will
services
i
The baccalaureate
one
victory was "all that mattered." May 25 to 31s
Tenn.,
the whole building by a stock
Jackson,
6f
Howell,
0.
Sunging at the court house
Thesinging
on
delivered
will.le
sermon
ARRIVES IN PARIS
company, which receives its reM. of the leading evangelists of the was again led by Bud Hunt, J. T.
Bishop
Horace
2.
by
May
(I7,
SAFE AND SOUND
turn in the form of rentals.
will be Fields and W. E. Sledd who alNashville. Ris Henry church. Elder Howell
building that
Paris, May 21—Captain Charles Du Bose of
The present
Morgan,
E.
W.
Elder
by
assisted
ternated. The number of singers
president of
A. Lindbergh, the young Ameri- Eugene Watters,
houses the Benton school is not
pastor of the local church. was smaller than in the past and
Tenn.,
Jackson,
UniverSity,
Union
san aviator who hopped off from
only wholly inadequate for the
announced that services most of them were more than 70
is
It
nt
commenceme
the
deliver
New York yesterday morning a- will
needs here, antiquated in equipdaily -during years of age. A good many of the
Tuesday morning, will be held twice
ment and unhealthful but also is Total Shipments for Association lone in his monoplane, arrived in address on
3:00 in the after- old singers of former years were
at
meeting,
the
Paris tonight, safe and sound, as May 31.
practically near a condition of
at 7:45 in the evening. keenly missed. New blood in the
Total 330 Cars Up to
The complete program for com- noon and
opinthe
in
and,
n
condemnatio
every one hoped he would.
will be led by B. L. choir was missed and unless the
singing
The
Wednesday.
The sandy-haired son of the mencement week as follows:
ion of many, is perilous in any
cordial invitation younger people take their places
A
Trevathan.
Wednesday, May 25, 8 p. m. —
small storm or wind. For the past
middlewest dropped down out of
the public to at- there on Big Singing that part of
to
extended
Musical, auditorium — Music de- is
year it has been deemed prudent
tend each and every'service.
Fifty-four car loads of•straw- the darkness at Le Bourget flying partment.
the occasion will die out.
to send the children to their berries had been shipped from field, a few miles from Paris, at
Elder Howell was in Benton
The singers were addressed by
—
m.
p.
3
26,
May
Thursday,
homes from school under the Benton including Wednesday and 10,21 o'clock tonight (5:21 p. m.
a short series of Hon. Joe L Price, circuit judge,
for
year
last
—
campus
Festival,
least threat of dangerous weath- three were expected to g0 out New York time) only 331S hours May Day
sermons and immensely pleased before the songs were begun.
Training school.
er.
his hearers and
Thursday, making a total of 57 fater leaving Long Island — the
Stands were kept off the streets
Friday, May 27, 2 p. m. — Au- and interested
A good deal of enthusiasm and cars from the local station.
first man in history to go from
expected to be by order of the town board and
are
crowds
large
m.
p.
8
auditorium;
dubon Club,
perception of the school's needs
A grand total of 330 cars had New York to Paris without chang- —Junior Senior Banquet, Wells and interested his hearers and the day, without their ballyhoo,
has been shown by those interest- been shipped from Benton, Kevil ing his seat.
out to hear him in these services. was quieter than usual.
hall.
ed in school problems and .much and Paducah up to Wednesday
Realizes Ambition
graduate of the FreedSaturday. May 28 — Exhibit He is a
hope is held that the new build- night. Shipments will continue
To the young, American it was
College and is one of
Hardeman
Day — Building open for ining will be immediately begun.
through this week and probably seemingly more the achievement spection. 6:30 p. m. — Promen- the easiest speakers ever heard
next week, Barger and Golightly, of an ambition. "It wasn't such a ade and band cooncert, campus. here.
agents for the association, say.
(Continued on page 3)
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calaureate sermon auditorium
ever, as the season nears the end.
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Du
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for Games in 1927 Popular Matron Leaves Many De.
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Monday, May 30, 9:30 a. m. —
Benton Wednesday, four from
Trull and Field meet, Athletic
scendants, Friends to
A Marshall county league, conKevil and nine from Paducah.
field; 1 p. m., Senior high school sisting of four ball clubs, BirVisitors Appreciate Large TurnMourn Death.
Condition of the berries has
luncheon, Wells hall; 3:30 p. m, mingham, Hardin. Benton and
out Here Tuesday Afheld up well in conaideration of
Physical education drills, east The Dodgers was formed here
the heavy rains.
Mrs. Elizabeth Story, aged 89
ternoon.
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contest,
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year.
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their special train and left for
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school
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15th, however, except after re29
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first plays and by agreement of
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will
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Each club
This increase is a distinct com- Methodist
183 of Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Parrish, of pire but no umpire will officiate her immediate family.
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t* of the day, considering the
Co.
Motor
the
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for
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Funeral services were condtict59 Beaton, on Thursday, May 19th, in a *me in which the club 'by
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Christian
size of the town.
as Chevrolet dealers in many Baptist
ed from the cemetery at 1:30 o'of
friends
Many
Tenn.
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at
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officiates.
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the
number
A
which he was
-towns larger than Benton and of
both young people in the county This means that umpires ap- clock Monday afternoon by Elder
zens of Louisville were aboard
yet
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t
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connected
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in
Co.
Tobacco
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TO
the
CROSS
nor and Dr. A. H. McCormack,
versa.
Calls for dairy cattle may reJim Edd Cross has been ap- as head printer and the young
secretary of the State Board of
Ten per cent of the gate reTwenty-two Wayne county farsult in Hardin county farmers pointed manager for the Benton couple will make their home in ceipts will go to the league for
Health.
mers
this year sowed alfalfa and
cooperating in the purchase of a baseball team in the Marshall Paducah.
the payment of necessary ex10 sowed Japan clover for the
county league for this year and
will
be
remainder
The Carroll
County Sheep carload of Guernseys.
the
penses and
Knox county farmers used six devidde 60 per cent to the home first time.
the following players have been
Breeders Association expects to
carloads of ground limestone in team and 40 per cent to the
purchase 1,000 ewes this year, There is a new substitute for selected for the team:Bankers and creamery owners
Jones,
Creason,
April, and have sowed 3,000 bush- visitors.
C.
Acree,
Cole,
it
furfuraldethey
call
gasoline,
will
lend
financial
assistance
and
are
cooperating with farmers in
per
25
or
seed,
to farmers who desire to add to hyne, only think of pronouncing E. Creason, S. Hiett, Strow, Rowe, els of soybean
Teams may strengthen at any
to free Taylor county from
plans
last
sowed
was
than
more
Wilcent
Cross,
S.
Farmer,
Z.
a
Farmer,
are
in
a
you
when
word
such
their flocks or establish new
scrub sires.
on page 5)
(Continued
and
E.
Hiett.
year.
Brinkley
liams,
hurry.
flocks.

COMMENCEMENT AT HOWELL TO OPEN
MURRAY MAY 25-31 REVIVAL JUNE 2

54 CARS OF BERRIES
SHIPPED FROM HERE

LOUISVILLE MEN
WARMLY WELCOMED

•••••

•

MRS. STORY, 89, IS
SUMMONED SUNDAY

VISITORS SWELL
SUNDAY SCHOOLS

Ii
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knocked out so
"Shut up and work yo' bolt, you chine-guns got
it?—must be two
dam' fool! — Whatinell you think quick, wasn't
Fritzies on our front
you are — a army core?" — "Be- regiments of
yonder!"
sides, Mr. Conner's dead...." On
Captain Hunt, senior in the
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the hill beyond St. Etienne new field, a big, impertubable Califortrenches scarred the slope; there
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r
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d
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—
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CHAPTER I --The author describes
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how the First battalion of the Fifth split up the back, wider his belt.
CONTINUED NEXT WEEK
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French and American gun procurable,
so, splendid for the past severil
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egalese and the French Foreign Le- long American bayonets and Up'
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;iny difference, revived enthusill for some time is not re- are taken, as ordered, though at fear- pitiless, furious faces behind the
been
.riasm for the day and it seems alful cost, and the First battalion of steel. A few Brandenburger zealthe Fifth marines are withdrawn for
tegether likely that it will grow in ported any better.
Rudy Nelson and family visit- rest and replacements, going back to ots elected to die on their spitting
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Any physician will tell you that
"Perfect Purification of the System
is Nature's Foundation of Perfect
Health." Why not rid yourself of
chronic ailments that are undermining your vitality? Purify your entire system by taking a thorough
course of Calotaba,--once or twice a
week for iieveral weeks—and see how
Nature rewards you with health.
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Calotabs are the greatest of aU been waiting for hours. came
pack.
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Get
system purifiers.
age, containing full directions. Only of the clear night to h..
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WhatHome Builders Know
From Experience
HERE'S economy, permanence, beauty and sa•.,faction in Long-Bell trade-marked Douglas 1 ir
lumber products.
Heartwood is matured wood, dependable and cod.
ing. A greater porcentage of heart-wo6d k obta:nr,i
in Douglas-Ill lumber than in any other wood.
Douglas Fir is unsurpassed in strength and
limit among commercial soft woods.
It is light and easily placed in 0 r1,:r„,-

T

tion.

Douglas Fir lumber and timbers zirc
straight and free from ct,,,
kinks—hence make straicht
level floors.
Douglas Fir is
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strong, takes stain well in
or color, and combines bea,.t:.
and durability.
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of uses than any other wood—
tiful finish lumber to the heat ie"t 41•••
tion timbers. The qualities of
trade-marked Douglas Fir lumber
make them desirable as framing.
joists, sills, flooring, siding, window
and interior trim
Ire will take plea:wee UI showing ^, •
stock of Lortg-Bell tradr-marked lortO're
is reeving you in any tn” We ssay 15 cows..
time with you, building flaw.

TREAS LUMBER CO.
. Benton, Ky.
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I) WHEN'S A SPOT NOT A SPOT?
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When Owen Bros., Removes It.
'Simple. Just send your clothes
to Owen Bros. And regardless of
'Itke nature of the spot or the delicateness of the fabric, we'll remove it completely.
1

this service is
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PAYMENTS ON ACCOUNTS MORE THAN
ONE YEAR OLD MUST BEGIN IMMEDIATELY THIS IS THE LAST NOTICE.
14. T. Little M. D.
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c, and often some irregularity of
serretions, such as scanty or burning passages. More and more people
. Are acclaiming the value of Doan's
' ;Pills, a stimulant diuretic, in this
,condition. For more than forty years
Doan's have been winning favor the
country over. Ask your neighbor!

c

DOAN'S

PILLS
60c

Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidneys
F later M..lburu Cu.. Mfg. Cheth.. Buffalo. N. Y.

PRIMARY

SPEAKINGS
Commonwealth Attorney
for ttc Democratic nomination for
2nd judicial district will
,,f the
•
k.-0'utlry at the following dates and

t

Palma, Tuesday,:June 14th.
Little Cypress, Wednesday June 15th.
Sharpe. Thursday, June 16th.
Calvert City, Friday, June.17th.
Gilbertsville, Saturday June 18th.
Elva Monday, June 20th. •
Oak Level, Tuesday June 21st.
Briensburg, Wednesday, June 22nd.
Sutherland's Thursday, June 23rd.
Brewers Friday, June 24th.
Hardin Saturday, June 25th.
Olive Wednesday„June 29th.
Heights, Wednesday June 29th, night.
Scale Thursday, June 30th.
Benton, Thursday, June 30th night.
Aurora Friday, July 1st.
Birmingham Saturday, July 2nd.
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This unique feature was noticed
n1_, the sinOng.
Mrs. Victor Anderson by Mr. McDaniel Monday and is
' Mrs. Hazel believed to be unprecedented.
C.

Over-flossing Crowd Hears Hon.
T. B. McGregor Deliver
Commencement Address.

EXPECT TO GET 500 TONS
OF LIMESTONE AT HARDIN
Arrangements were made at
Hardin Tuesday, county agent
Hendricks announces, for the
first of a number of cars of limestone to be shipped there for the
use of farmers in that community.
According to Mr. Hendricks about 500 tons of lime is expected
to be used in that section.
The Hardin Bank is co-operating with the farmers by furnishing a fund for limestone purchases without interest.
More than 25 farmers near Benton have signified their desire
for limestone and it is expected
that shipments will be received
here soon.

exercises at
Commencement
which 20 young men and young
women received their Benton high
school diplomas were held here in
the Methodist church auditorium
Friday evening in the presence of
a crowd that filled the auditorium
over-flowed into the class rooms
and left many standing.
The address to the class was
made by the Hon. T. B. McGregor
of Frankfort, a native of Marshall
County, former Attorney-General
of Kentucky, and a leading attorney of the Frankfort bar.
Mr. McGregor spoke for an hour
His address was liberally spiced
with illustrations and anecdote
and was one of the most interesting and instructiveheard here in
several years. He was introduced
by E. L. Cooper.
Following the address the class
was presented the diplomas by
Prof. H. W. Whittenburg, superintendent of schools. The eight
grade graduates also received
their diplomas at the exercises.

DISTRICT TOBACCO
SALES ARE ENDED

FARMER ENDS LIFE
WITH POISON DOSE

FRIDAY, MAY 27, 1927.

m b.
Re teing
ers and friends are urged
to "listen in" and send their
questions and comments to Child
Study Association of America, 54
West 74th Street, New York

Bynum Estes, 67, Dies Tuesday
City.
Morning at Home Near

A campaign in Trimble county
11 as for its goal adding two cardairy heifers
Bynum Estes, aged 67, a far- loads of purebred
bulls to the
purebred
ten
and
mer of near Elva, took his own
herds of the .ceunty this year.
life by poisoning early Tuesday
Russell county's tobacco crop
morning at his home. No reason will be reduced 25 per cent this
has been assigned for Mr. Estes' year, with increased acreages of
action. He died within three hours soybeans, covvpeas and other hay
after taking the dose.
crops.
He is survived by two sone, I.
B. Estes, of Elva and G. B. Estes,
of Paducah; one sister, Mrs. Alice
Hicks, of Mayfield, and one brother, J. G. Estes, of Fort Worth,
d from page 1)
Texas and one half-brother, Avery • (Continue
Elva.

Benton . vs Birmingham.
July 10th
Hardin at Benton.
Dcdgers at Birmingham.
July 17th
Dodgers at Hardin.
Birmingham at Benton.
July 24th
Hardin at Birmingham.
Benton vs. Dodgers at Benton.
July 31st
Benton at Hardin.
Birmingham vs. Dodgers at
Benton
August 7th.
Birmingham at Hardin.

M. C. A. A. Formed
for Games in 1927

Downing, of Benton.
Funeral services were conducted from the cemetery at 12:30 o'Acreage This Year Will Be Con- clock Wednesday by T. J. Elliott
and George Feezor and burial
siderably Reduced; Smiths
was in the Wallace cemetery,
Report.
Morgan & Heath in charge.

time during the season and may
pay players if they desire.
E. L. Cooper was elected president of the league Saturday and
Joe T. Lovett was named secretary-treasurer.
The Dodger team will use the
ball ground at Benton, where it
M
PROGRA
HEALTH
CHILD
is easier to collect admission
Final auction sales of the 1926
series
a
is
to
called
Attention
fees.
the
in
crop of fired dark tobacco
of radio programs to be broadcast
The following schedule is proWestern District and also at Hopby
the
July
and
June
during
and will come up for adopposed
kinsville were held today with
Ameron
of
Associati
Child
Study
the meeting next Saturat
tion
the
Mayfield leading in selling
broadbe
will
programs
The
ica.
day.
largest quantity during the week.
June 5th
cast each Monday.
According to conservative estiBirmingham.
at
Hardin
Station
WEAF
From
mates, not exceeding one-half
at Benton
Dodgers
vs
Benton
A.
M.
On
9:40
Mondays,
at
Wesentire
the
in
million pounds
12th
June
June 6 — Children and Money
tern District remain undelivered
Dodgers at Hardin.
or still in the growers' hands, —Mrs. Sidonie Matsner GruenBirmingham at Benton.
berg.
than
smaller
which quantity is
June 19th
June 13 — Adolescence (Growundelivered stocks this early in
Hardin.
at
Benton
—
Mary
ing
Up)
Mrs.
Paddon.
the season in a number of years.
Regarded as Most Momentous
vs Dodgers, at
am
Birmingh
—
ps.
20
Early
June
Friendshi
will
e
Clarksvill
Springfield and
Benton
Announcement Since Declose their auction markets under — Mrs. Marion M. Miller.
June 26th
June 27 — Books and Reading
date of June 2.
War.
in
World
claration
at Hardin.
am
Birmingh
—
Elsa
Mrs.
.
Naumburg
With the most favorable seaat Benton.
Bentom,
WI
Dodgers
July 11 — Training for Truth
sons throughout the year, it is
July 3rd
London, May 24 — Premier
—
S.
Gans.
Mrs.
Telling
Howard
now believed the 1927 crop in the
Hardin vs Dodgers at Benton.
Baldwin made in the house of
July 18 — Play — Mrs. Lucy
Western District cannot exceed 25
gravthe
perhaps
today
commons
which would
million pounds,
est announcement parliament has
1-3 per cent of a
33
about
mean
had to listen to since the war —
normal production. Acreage will
that the British government had
also be reduced in the Hopkinsdecided to sever all relations with
disville-Clarksville-Springfield
1
Russia.
trict from 10 to 15 per cent.
By a curious coincidence it was
This will be our last report of
Empire Day, when he whole na- the auction markets for the sealoyalty and son.
tion celebrated it
unity. Also by the chances of
Auction sales for the week are
travel, Ramsey MacDonald, for:
asfollows
mer labor premier, whose governSales for week 346,Mayfield:
ment it was which first recognan average of $5.at
pounds
615
ized the soviet government arriv11,461,410 pounds
season
for
97;
prime
the
hear
ed just too late to
of $5.86 against
average
minister make his momentous at -an
ago of $7.17 on
year
average
an
statement, which was listened to
Week's averpounds.
14,089,775
crowded
a
in a tense silence by
preceding
than
higher
house and a large diplomatic age 6c
week.
gathering, including the German
Murray: Sales for week 78,740
and Japanese ambassadors.
pounds at an average of $5.48;
for
season (auction market) 4,COTTON USE INCREASING
pounds at an average of
297,785
SHOWS
REPORT
IN U. S.,
$6.06-against an average year ago
II
pounds.
Use of cotton in the United of $8.31 on 4,589,185
II
14c lower than
States shows a large increase Week's average
UI
Total deliveries
over in 1927 over 1926, accord- precedinng week.
country puring to figures released by the to date including
n receipts
associatio
and
chases
WashingBureau of the Census,
tely as I I
approxima
See our complete line of
reported
ton. In the entire country, 619.- are
pounds.
10,100,000
II
140 bales were consumed in April,
refrigerators of all sizes,
Hopkinsville: Sales for week
1927, compared to 577.678 in
types and ,prices. The right
April 1926, an increase of 41,462 182.615 pounds at an average of
5
20,107,28
II
$7.60: for season
bales.,
kind of refrigerator for evFor the nine months ending pounds at an average of $7.13
April 30th the total consumption against an average year ago of
ery family. See the Alaska,
in the United States was 5,537,820 $8.96 on 31,833,550 pounds. Weeks
pebbled cork insulation, porhales compared with 4.959,126 average $1.59 higher than precedbales for the corresponding per- ing week.
celian lined, tight fitting
iod a year previous, an increase
Clarksville: :Sales for week
doors, woven wire electricalof 257,931 bales.
186,536 pounds at an average of
5
20,240,35
for season
$9.26:
ly welded shelves, rust proof.
$8.42
of
average
an
pounds at
against an average year ago of
25,202,890 pounds.
$11.45 on
14c higher than
average
Week's
preceding week.
Springfield: Sales for week
265,660 pounds at an average of
$11.40; for season 12,889/675
pounds at an average of $11.50
against an average year ago of
pounds.
$13.63 on 14,024,220
Week's average 39c lower than
preceding week.
Ca ONE are the aches and
• pains in your feet and
MRS. STELLA FOUST SENDS
legal That tired, burning
feelinf venishes instantly!
IN FINE BOX OF BERRIES
New 'pep" in your entire
body am positive relief
The Tribune-Democrat is infrom all foot discomfort in
10 minutes after you have
debted to Mrs. Stella Foust, of
BMWS
gipped i a pair of
Benton Route 6, for a delicious
box of the finest type of berries,
sent in Mbriday. The berries were
RMP
c)/s.
of unusually large size, free from
ARCH
blemish and exceljent in taste.
BRACILS
They were very deeply apprecPIO METAL PLATES "•-•
See these ball-hearing Lawn
iated and enjoyed.
Nt. RIGID PROPS
Mowers, high wheel 10 inches,
Jung's Lie made of light,
AgriculCounty
Harrison
The
c,
t
s
comfortable Su p e r I a
four cutter blades, rus smoother
tural Boosters' Club is planning
with jt.r. the Scientifically
and will give splendid service for
Correct -ension and Stretch.
to send several bus loads of boys
many years.
Rellevo. your tired and achand girls fo Junior Week at Lexing geet instantly--correct
ington.
fallen arches and foot strain
by rner•:,y assisting a n d
strenatt, ring the weakened
Pendelton county farmers are
much vhich cause 94% of
cooperating in the purchase of
all (ID,: %.••.-2bles
-oday. If you are
Coin
breeding sheep in Canada.
we will refund
not as
DEPARTMENT
your tv----sy•
cows
fifty
and
Twe hundred
•
were shipped into Graves county
in April. A new milk condenser!:
Benton, Ky.
planned to begin receiving milk
in May.

ENGLAND TO BREAK
RUSSIAN RELATION

Dodger vs Benton at Benton.
August 14th
Benton.
at
Hardin
Dodgers at Birmingham.
August 21st
Hardin vs Dodgers at Benton.
Benton at Birmingham.
A Ufstigt 214th
Dagen; at Benton.
vs
Benton
Hardin vs Birmingham.
September 4th
Benton vs. Hardin.
Birmingham vs Dodgers.
September 11th.
Benton vs Birmingham.
Hardin vs Dodgors.

Insurance Service
We make no charge for any advice
and assistance we can offer you on mat,'
ters of insurance.
Our service is designed to make, it
easy for everyone to have the kind of insurance he needs, the policies that afford
him the greatest degree of protection and
an assurance of fair adjustment on any
claim.
If you want to be sure you are enjoying the full benefits of insurance protection—consult us.

NG
GEO. E. LOLong
Successors to Ely &

"IT'S RIGHT IF WE WRITE IT"
Office over Bank of Marshall County

Benton, Ky.

-imwitsgalfigamfaniRRAIREAuinefi

remizes

ShoolOreSaves7ithe &Molly

c)he World's
Lowest Priced Cars with Supremely
Beautiful FISHER BODIES!
Chevrolet is the only car in its price class
offering bodies by fisher — built as only
Fisher can build, and styled as low-priced
cars were never styled before!
Despite the lowness of Chevrolet prices,
there is not the slightest compromise in
design, construction or finish. All embody exactly the principles employed on
the highest priced cars — a composite
construction of selected hardwood and
steel. Al! are finished in beautiful colors
of lustrous, lasting Duco.

1

a ny
: ror
the .•k

I

:riends

I

It.

Enhancing the inherent beauty of the
bodies themselves are numerous features
, of distinction previously considered exclusive to the costliest cars — features
typified by heavy full-crown, one-piece
fenders and bullet-type headlamps_

Sing-

Only the economies of Chevrolet's great
volume production make possible such
quality at Chevrolet prices!

Eiztun•s pariLIS Harris.
s. Thomt,s,
n

C

Remeniber that we carry all kinds
of farming implements and GENUINE repairs for all of them. In buying repairs be sure you get the
"WILL FIT" not the "MAY FIT".
McCormick Binder twine, 500 feet
to pound and insect treated.

'The Coach

'595
The Touring p525
or Roadster
The Coupe
625
The e.Door 695
Sedan
715
The
SPOrtCabnoie

745

Th. Landau

The Impanel 78(
Landau
59?
%1 Too Truck
,
Owir
493
1 Ton Truck
(Chelan Ooly)
All prices f.o.b. Mat,
Michigan.
Ralioon tiros stand.
Sn all eneidolio

Chock Chevrolet
Delivered Prices
Th., Include th•
lowest handling and
l'in•ocing .eh•rgo•

Benton Motor Company
Benton, Ky.
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COST
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Big Fluffy Rich
Delicious Loaves
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Sat. Special
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•
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HOUSEWIVES — START THE SUMMER RIGHT BY

5c

hard English
USING THIS SPLENDID BREAD.
ed the singyHamlet
is
.
er Mrs. Will
Calvert City,
rt Loftin andS
argaret Lof-

IT'S ICE CREAM
TIME
White Mountain and
Artie Freezors, Enamel milk coolep and
heavy tin coolers.
Freeze enough for all
at low cost.

Active-I) ppy

• American Beauty :
10
•
ad
Bre
•
Sc
a

A
.
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TIMELY OFFERINGS FOR SUMMER NEED

f o r coolness,
economy, convenience use a

If He Gets In

BUT KEEP HIM OUT WITH SCREENS

Don't let the flies spoil your food and
make you ill as well as being a nuisance.
We have a complete line of screen doors,
screen wire, screen paint and screen door
fixtures. Get them up now. Swatters and
fly dope also kills mosquitoes and other
annoying and dangerous insects. Fly flop
and flit in all sizes. Bee Brand insect powders and Tanglefoot.

Ladies, see our complete line of
queensware, aluminumware and kitchen utensils of all kinds. We maintain a complete line at all times of everything for the
kitchen. Prices are always reasonable.
Now is the time to get out
your porch and lawn furniture
See our showing of Porch
Swings, Porch Chairs and Rock •
ers, lawn sets and other furni
ture to make summer more en
joyable. They are strongly
made, with sets and backs of
solid seasoned oak. All swings
equipped with best "non-rust"
"Y" shaped chains.

NEW PERFECTION
oiiRange
withSOPERM

A Pretty Lawn Makes
A Pretty Home

GattinaFergerson Co.

•

•

1 M. fichenor & Sons•

STROW DRUG CO.

Kentucky.•

4••••••••••••••••••••••1

Benton
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•
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POULTRY POINTERS
FOR JUNE 1927
Just as soon as your cockerels
are large enough (one and onehalf to two pounds) to go as broilers, market them. The chances
higher, so you will only lose

money by keeping them longer.
Even if you have sale for some of
the. best cockerels as breeders.
cull closely and keep only the
best. It is a bad practice to keep
cockerels and pullets together
during the growing season. Cull
out all slow growing pullets and
eispose of them. The will never
become profitable layers, so get
them out of the flock.

CROWN
GASOLINE
A
NY OIL COMPANY

would be proud to
make a product as
uniformly „good as
Crown Gasoline.
But then,the making
of high-quality products is a tradition
of this company—
and always will be.

H. Philley and Mechanics Trust conveyed to B. M. Philley by W.!price the purchaser with approvDef't F. Bradshaw, Jr., trustee by deed ed security or securities must
S.: Savings Bank
dated January 8, 1914, and record- execute Bond, bearing legal inIN EQUITY
ed in Deed Book 38 page 138, of terest fro mthe day of sale until
virtue of a judgment and the records in the office of the paid, and having the force and
Order of Sale of the Marshall clerk of the Marshall county effect of a Judgment. Bidders will
Circuit Court, rendered. at the court.
be prepared to comply promptly
Ocepber term thereof, 1924, in the
Or a sufficiency thereof to pro- with these terms.
C. B. COX,
above cause for the sum of Six duce the sums of money so orderMaster Commissioner.
Thousand Five Hundred Nine- ed to be made. For the purchase
teen ($6,519.00) dollartetwith interest at the rate of 6 per cent,
per annum from the 31, day of
October 1924, until paid, and its
costs herein, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Court House
door in Benton, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder at PUBLIC AUCTION on Monday the 6th day of
June 1927 at one o'clock P. M., or
thereabout (being County Court
day,) upon a credit of six months
the following descibed property,
to-wit:
The tract or parcel of land lyFood prepared at the Whiteway Cafe
ing and being in Marshall counit not only tasteful and appetizing but it
ty, Kentucky, and beginning at
the south east corner of the
is palatable and easy on the digestion.
southeast quarter of section 14,
T. 6, R. 3 E.; thence south three
And the price, we have often been
fourths degree west 48 poles 13
told, is most reasonable.
links; thence N 84 deg. 10' W.
238 poles; thence north 8 poles;
We serve a wide variety of foods and
thence north 85 degrees W. 80
poles; thence north 86 poles;
most any dish you desire can be prepared
thence South 85 degrees East 79'2
poles; thence North 1 degree, 5
for you here.
minutes, East 207 poles 15 links;
IIN MEMORIAM
thence S outh 84 degrees, 25 minCIGARETTES
CIGARS— TOBACCOS
utes, East 64 poles; thence South
Of dear father Mr. Licurgus 1 degree 5 minutes 206 poles 7'it
Thweatt.
links; thence South 831/2 degrees
Weep not that his toils are over, East 143% poles; thence south
weep not that his race is run. 42 poles to the beginning. Being
Grant we may rest as calmly, in all respects the same land in011ie Mathis, Mgr.
when our work like his is done. herited by B. M. Philley from his
Till then we yield with gladness, father, C. H. Philley, and also
our Father to him to keep, and
rejoice in the sweet assurance
he giveth his loved ones sleep.
Farewell dear, but not for ever,
there will be a glorious dawn.
We shall meet to part no never,
en the resurrection morn.

Many chicks will be hatched
and brooded by hens, even tho it
is late in the season. These June
hatched chicks should be given
special care to insure proper
growth. Provision should be made
to allow these chicks to eat where
they will not be run over by the
larger ones. Make a slatted feed
coop and fix openings so that
only the small chicks may enter.
Late hatched chicks are more
subject, to diseases than are the
early hatched. It is very important to keep houses or coops clean.
If possible move the brooder
hcuse to a new range, or if usiag
coops move them every two or
three days.
May is an ideal time to rid the
flock of external parasites such
as lice and mites and give the
house a thoro spring cleaning.
Look out for worms in the flock,
especially among the growing
stock. In the event these birds become light in weight (despite of
the fact they eat heartily) and
some appear droopy and listless,
it is time to examine them for
worms and parasites. Cut open
the digestive tract of suspicious
birds. See your County Agent for
further information on diagnosis
and treatment for worms in poultry.

Good for the digestionGood to tasteGood for economy-

Whiteway Cafe

For Your Decoration Day Trip
and All Season •-•

Thirty-five Mercer county ,farm
girls have been organized into
clubs to study cooking and sewing. -

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
INCORPORATED IN KENTUCKY

Note balanced tread with
even wear—no excess or
wasted rubber. Flexes
(reel,. with °urn-Dipped
cart"a—tallier riding—
easier flaring.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
THE UNITED STATES

2p-7

AUTOMOBILE ROAD MAPS of Alabama,
I Florida, Georgia, Kentucky and Mississippi
may be had Free at any of our service stations.
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ASPHALT SHINGLES

For the Western District of
Kentucky

COMMISSIONER' SALE
Wananaill

Arro-Lock Shingles reduce the lire
hazard, adds beauty to the home and
is absolutely storm proof and all at
minimum cost.
Tens of thousands of home owners
appreciating th value of a lock
shingle have reco ered the defective
lAtOoden shingle r ofs on their homes
with Arro-Locks, securing thereby
absolute" protecti n from the weather as well as orn menting their property and all don at lowest cost.
If interested, investigate ArroLocks.
Attractive Colors and Designs

Treas Lumber Co.
OWNERS OF

Arro-Lock Roofing Co.
BENTON,
KENTUCKY.

"Built for
liorvice"

IN BANKRUPTCY
IN THE MATTER OF Leonas
Thweatt, a Bankrupt.
On this 21 day of May, A. D.
1927, on considering the petition
of the aforesaid bankrupt for discharge, filed on the 21 day of
May A. D. 1927, it is ordered by
the court that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 14 day of
July, A. D. 1927, before said
court at Louisville in said district.
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, or
as near thereto as practicable,
and that notice thereof be published one time in Benton Tribune
a newspaper printed in said district, and that all known creditors
and other persons in interest may
appear at said time and place and
show cause, if they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
Witness the Honorable Chas. I.
Dawson, Judge of said Court, and
the seal thereof, at Paducah in
said district on the 21 day of
May, A. D. 1927.
Lilburn Phelps, Clerk.
By W. A. Blackburn, D. C.

It

No ply separation or
'— es•
'shoulder breaks.
traordin•rv mileage.Has
trade-in value. or can he
re-treaded to give additional tliousa rids of miles.

MARSHALL CIRCUIT COURT,
KENTUCKY
George Washington Life Insurance Co
Vs.
B. M. Philley and wife, Johhnie

Enjoy the Safety,Comfort
and Economy of
...4

;sec"
(P.

•

irestone
GUM-DIPPED
TIRES

Firestone Round Tread Balloon
ANY Firestone Dealers are prepared to take in
your old tires,offering vou a liberal allowance
pn a new set of Gum-Dipped Balloons.
Note unbalanced tread
with uncyen wear—exFirestone Dealers are given the advantages of atcess rubber at shoulders
wasted. stiffening tire.
tending Tire Educational Meetings held throughout
making it harder riding
and harder steering.
the country, where tire design and construction are
discussed.The sections of used tires reproduced here
are a part of this program. Study these two sections
Note how hinging action
and you,too, will understand what Firestone means
at heavy shoulder cauw,a
ply Serar•tion and
by tires built for service and tires made to sell.
broken carcass.
The Fitestone
Gum-Dipped
Balloon with its
scientifically
"Made
designed tread
to Sail"
permits free
TIRES
flexing, easier
Flat Tread Balloon
at Low Cash Prices
riding,extra
comfort and safety.
Fabrie
$7:0
$6
30z3
The balloon tire with heavy,flat tread design is obviously stiffer and rides harder. The excess rubber, placed
Fabric.
for appearance at the edges of the tread, is not only
33 CAY:rdd •• $137..734250%1 00
wasted but produces hinging action causing ply separa$8.85
0 Balloon
2x4
9/404
tion and "shoulder breaks."
:
Firestone designed 4nd manufactures Oldfield Tires
$
Tubes, distributing them direct to Firestone Dealers
and
31x5.25 Balloon $15.35
only,through 148 Factory Warehouses.This efficient and
economical distribution assures tire buyers everywhere,
333E6.00 Balloon $18.35
clean, fresh stocks of Firestone and Oldfield Tires in all
Oldfleld Tubes
types and sizes, and has helped to make possible today's
low
priced
also
remarkably low prices—the lowest in tire history. See
the Firestone Dealer today.

M

OLDFIELD

Following Dealers Can Save You Money and Serve You Better:

SHERIFF'S SETTLEMENT MARSHALL COU
1 926
Cornes Connell Brandon, heretlore appointed special
missioner to make settlement with H. A. Miller touching his acco
uncollected
as sheriff and collector of all that part of 1926 tax
as collect()
and
Miller
A.
H.
said
the
to
certified
and
Darnall
Joe
and Bri
Road
the
of
the 1926 Revenue for Marshall County and
statement
following
the
submit
to
tax for 1926, and begs leave
report:
DEBITS
1 9 2 5:
3,17
To Advolorem Tax as per Schedule A hereto $tached........$
1,
attached
hereto
A
schedule
per
as
Polls
1040
To
7::
attached
hereto
B
To Back Tax and Miscelleny schedule
1 9 2 6:
31,9.1
To Advolorem Tax schedule C hereto attached
1 1
To Poll Tax as per schedule C attached
1,
attached
D
To Omitted •Advolorem schedule
To Omitted Poll schedule 0 attached
To Borrowed Money schedule E attached
To Miscelleny as per schedule F' attach!
Total Debits
('H E 1)1 T S
as per schedule C
Claims,
Bridge
and
Road
1926
By
per schedule II
Fees
By 1926 Claims, Salaries and.
.
I
schedule
By 1927 Claims paid
J
schedule
per
es
Expenditur
us
Miscellaneo
By
K
By Old Debts paid per schedule
By Taxes paid per schedule L
(pauperBy Claims paid as per vouchers filed
By Funding Bonds paid schedule N
By Notes paid schedule 0
By Interest paid 2 "P"
j^...
By Miscellaneous Credite "(4"
By Sheriff's Commissions "R"
By Exonerations and Exemption's -S"

4.3
9.7 •

94

2,1
2.r)
$55,i

Total Credits
Total Debits
Total Credits

$64,263.97
55,687.04
$ 8,571'1.93

Balance due Marshall County

has
Of the above balance due Marshall county. t here
$2,659.95
and
$5,025.00
account
paid Road and Bridge Interest
for the to;rp-.4,
from has been passed to the Sinking Fund
$:-•91
balalo
the
and
Bonds
Bridge
an
Road
1926
tiring
county.
due the general fun4 of Marshall
Respect ftflly submitted this April 23. 1927.
CONNEI L 1:1;.\

Di;

SCHEDULE "A"

COUNTY REVENUE
II. A. Miller from 1925 .1
to
certifno
Tax
at the expirat
uncollected
at
Darnall
ed to Joe
50e
per $11m.00
Advalorem harged
Advalcrem
$1S2.311
Dist. No. 1
7$0
Dist. No. 2
653.11
Dist. No. 3
451.57
Dist. No. 4
Dist. No, 5
I Si;.09
T. of B.
.;41.741
T. of 11.
195.:1i;
Non. Res.
Promiscuous
7,1 I
Colored
Omitted
Total

$3,175.77
—

-

SCHEDULE "P"

Back Tax and N1iscellen%
of Benton
Bank
1924,
Tax
Back
Back Tax 1924, Hank of Marshall Count
Back Tax 1924, Calvert Bank
Back Tax 1924, Bank of Gilbertsville
Back Tax 1924, Hardin Bank
Pack Tax 1924, Bank of Birmingham
Back Tax 1924, Pearl Smith
Back Tax 1924, Lindsey Heirs
Back Tax 1924, (er. Groshart
Back Tax 1923, Geo. Groshart (Poll
Back Tax 1925, J. M. Rickman
Back Tax 1925, J. M. Rickman
Back Tax 1925. R. H. Rickman
Lumber sold to Max Wolfe
Total
SCHEDULE "C"

County Revenue-1926
50e per $10o.
for County Purposes
Tax
Advolorem
each.
$1.50
Poll
and
Tax
Bond
Road
$100.00
a 20c per
Advolorem Polls
443
.$4.134.43
Dist. No. 1 (bills No. 1-592, inc.)
756
7.486.88
inc.)
593-1543.
(bills
Dist. No. 2
646
7.265.57
.
Dist. No. 3 (bills 1544-2332, inc.)
411,
4.208.93
Dist. No. 4. (bills 2333-2872. inc.)
415
4,534.45
inc.)
2873-3428,
(bills
5
Dist. No.
176 3,420.84
T. of B. (bills 3429-3711, inc.)
87
1,233.32
T. of H. (bills 3712-3840. inc.)
481.05
.
inc
3841-3902.
(bills
s
Promiscuou
17,
• 50.54
Colored (bills 3903-3924, inc.)
2,136.63
inc.)
—
3925-4199,
Non Resident (bills
^

Worries Vanish
As Health Returns
Nervousness, Chronic Stomach
Troubleund Constipation Believed.
William Zimmerman, 1710 Bank
Street, Louisville,
Ky.,father of 3children, recently said:
"I advise anyone
suffering from stomach trouble or rundown condition to
take Tanlac.
"Forsome months
I endured ill health.
Headaches caused •
by the poisons that filled my clogged
system,all due to constipation,kept me
in constant agony. I had to force food
into my stomach and was always tormented by sharp pains. Something had
to be done.
"I read of what Tanlac had done for
so many people and began taking it.
This tonic cleaned out m y system,toned
up my liver, gave energy and strength
and relieved constipation. I eat everything now without a sign of trouble and
sleep like a child."
Tanlac, nature's own remedy made
from roots, barks and herbs, is sold by
your druggist. Get your first bottle
today—and enjoy strength and good
health! Over 40 million bottles sold.

$34.936.63

-firestone

SCHEDULE

Omitted List, including Corporation Tax
‘D"
P Us
Adv(,I4e1m
$10.875.38
inc.
1-157,
Omitted Bills,

Gum Dipped Tires
30% Cheaper

2.953 $

Than Last Year

SCHEDULE "E"

Sorrowed Money
Note No. 21595, Bank of Marshall C.quity
Note No. 21529, Bank of Marshall Couilt

Total
SCHEDULE "F"

•
x 31-2 Regular Cord
29 x 4.40 Balloon • • • • • •

•
•

S 8.40
$11.25

Miscelleny
Interest Refunded by Bank of Marshall Count
Truck License received from State .
Penalties and' Interest on 1926 Tax .
Penalties and Interest on 1925 Tax
Total

DRAFFEN MOTOR Co.
CALVERT CITY, KY.

BENTON, KY.
1
('

'

Auk

SCHEDULE "G"
1926 Road & Bridge Claims Paid and Classified as fall
January
February (allowed)
March
April

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT,(Benton, Ky.)

FRIDAY, MAY 27, 1927.

AY, MAY 27, 1927.
purchaser with approv,nics Trust conveyed to B. M. Philley by W.; price the
„
security or securities must
t.; F. Bradshaw, Jr., trustee by deed jed
bearing legal indated J:Inuary 8, 1914, and record- execute Bond,
day of sale until
mthe
fro
terest
.in Deed Book 38 page 18, of
dgment and the records in the office of the paid, and having the force and
he Mar-hall clerk of the Marshall county effect of a Judgment. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly
red at the court.
terms.
1924. in - the
Or a sufficiency thereof to Pro- with these
C. B. COX,
sum of Six duce the sums of money so orderMaster Commissioner.
- ired Nine- ed to' be made. For the purchease
. s with in6 per cent.
31. day of
and its
proceed to
urt H ouse
ky, to the
WIC ACC6th day of
ck P. M., or
ount y Cou rt
six months
i property,

Good for the digestion"
Good to tasteGood for economy-

of land lyrshall counbeginning atf the
ner
section 14,
:outh 'three
48 poles 13
, deg. 10' W.
h S pole!.;
es W
S6
Fa-t 79

Food, prepared at the Whiteway Cafe
it not only tasteful and appetizing but it
is palatable and easy on the digestion.
And the price, we have often been
told, is most reasonable.
We serve a wide variety of foods and
most any dish you desire can be prepared
for you here.
CIGARS.- TOBACCOS - CIGARETTES

Whiteway Cafe
011ie Mathis, Mgr.

v

our Decoration Day Trip
and All Season
Noir t ,s1.4 rt. e..1 trend with
even wear-rio
wrssce.1ruh.ber. Firsts
f reel• ...I'll (.,sm INprtej

Enjoy the Safety,Comfort
and Economy of

sr, .1•4- ra•,er
11111,er I (Alf,
.

zr.

lierarAttoe

.or
hresEs•- -n.
v m ,Ireitt
..BrI
lise.
C., vire ...hi,
sands ot nfl ten

guilt br
Service"

trestone
GUM-DIPPED
TIRES

ound Tread Balloon
restone nealers are prepared to take in
tires,offerin*.ou a liberal allowance
Note unbalanced tread
of Gum-Dipped Balloons.
with uneven wear-elcc,. rubber at shoulders
•alers are gie en the advantages of atwasted, stiffening tire,
hout
held
throug
gs
Educational Meetin
making it h•rder riding
harder steering.
and
- here tire dc.ign and construction are
here
uced
reprod
sections of used tires
his' pror.im. Study these two sections
lire how hinging action
st lieaev shoulder CALIM11
ll understand what Firestone means
pi v separation and
for sere ice and tiri.s made to sell.
broken
The Firestone
Gum-Dipped
Balloon with its
scientifically
designed tread
permits free
S
IRE
flexing, easier
Flat Tread Balloon
Cash Prices
riding,extra
comfort and safety.
$6.35
is obviFabric.
The balloon tire with heavy,flat tread design , placed
rubber
excess
The
.
harder
rides
and
stiffer
ously
Fabric.
$7.20
is not only
for appearance at the edges of the tread, ply separag
Cord .
causin
$7.70
action
g
h,ingin
es
produc
but
wasted
$S.85
Balloon
tion and "shoulder breaks."
ld Tires
Firestone designed 4red manufactures Oldfie Dealers
Cord . $13.10
one
Firest
to
direct
them
buting
distri
,
Tubes
and
efficient and
5 Balloon $15.35
only,through 148 Factory Warehouses. This
$14.31
everywhere,
buyers
economical distribution assures tire
Balloon
Tires in all
ld
Oldfie
and
one
Firest
clean, fresh stocks of
le today's
possib
leld Tubes
types and si:es, and has helped to make
. See
history
tire
in
lowest
the
priced low
remarkably low pricestoday.
Dealer
one
Firest
the
caresile.

FIELD

o

o

e You Better:
'ng Dealers Can Save You Money and Serv

-firestone

SCHEDULE "H"

report:
DEBITS
1 9 2 5:
l'o Advolorem Tax as per Schedule A hereto attached
To 1040 Polls as per schedule A hereto attached
To Back Tax and Miscelleny schedule B hereto attached
;9 2 6:
Advolorem Tax schedule C hereto attached
To Poll Tax as per schedule C attached
To Omitted Advolorem schedule D attached
To Omitted Poll schedule D attached
To Borrowed Money schedule E attached
To Miscelleny as per schedule F attached
Total Debits
CREDITS
, as per schedule G
Claims
Bridge
and
By 1926 Road
per schedule H
Fees
and
es
,
Salari
Claims
1926
By
I
By 1927 Claims paid schedule
By Miscellaneous Expenditures per schedule J
By Old Debts paid per schedule K
By Taxes paid per schedule L
By Claims paid as per vouchers filed (paupers) M
By Funding Bonds paid schedule N
By Notes paid schedule 0
By Interest paid 2 "P"
By Miscellaneous Credits "Q"
By Sheriff's Commissions "R"
By Exonerations and Exemptions

$ 3,175.77
1,560.00
731.42
34,946.64
4,429.50
10,875.38
69.00
4,500.00
3,976.26
$64,263.97
$ 9,255.96
7,359.88
364.00
4,390.20
9,740.32
1,039.81
2,073.88
2,500.00
5,500.00
7,776.96
960.88
2,178.08
2,547.07

Salaries and Fees
n,
Raybur
H.
H.
,
County Judgge
County Attorney, C. B. Cox,
County Clerk, C. R. Smith
Sheriff, H. A. Miller
Jailer, W. A. Duese
Circuit Clerk, A. N. Duke
Road Engineer, John A. Henson
County Health Officer, S. L. Henson,
Coroner, A. A. Thompson
County Assessor, Sam Ely
Magistrates
Miscellaneous Fees

SCHEDULE "I"

1927 Claims on 1926 Obligations
Salaries and Fees, H. A. Miller
Magistrates
Total
SCHEDULE "J"

$960.88

$7,359.88 Total

Total

Miscellaneous Expenditures

SCHEDULE "R"
S riff's Commissions
$356.00
$ 141.85
8.00 4% Commission on $3 6.31, col. (1925
16.08
1925-6
ies
Penalt
02.11,
4% Commission on $
28.96
2
Taxes
Bac
$723.9
on
$364.00 4%
500.00
10% Commission • $5000.00, 1926 tax
5
1,245.2
tax
1926
.43,
n
$31,131
- % Commission
4
127.96
19'e Commission/ on $12,796.64, (Road)
117.97
2% Discount 911 tax paid prior to Sept. 1, 1926
$ 271.40
$2,178.08
12.00 Total
392.77
The above commissitn is figured on the tax after Exoner879.90
and Exemptions have been subtracted.
ations
200.00
576.65
1,040.17 SCHEDULE "S"
Exonerat ions and Exemptions
225.64
as per order of Fiscel Court
791.07
1925:
$143.20
$4,390.20 Advolorem
182.63
.
Land sold for taxes
20.34
Other Credits by Order .
$1,154.67
808.50
Delinquent I'olls (530)
1.00 1926:
$
$250.94
4.50 Advolorem
304.21
8.37 Land sold for taxes
34.75
184.10 Other credits by order .
$1,392.40
802.50
• :143.34 Delinquent Polls (535)
9,199.01
$2,547.07
Total
$9,740.32

General
Supplies and Repairs
Telephone
Traveling Expenses
$55,687.04 Elections
Total Credits
Light
3.97
$64,26
Total Debits
Fuel
04
55,687.
Total Credits
Records, Stationery, Supplies etc.
Vital Statistics, 1926
3
8,576.9
$
Balance due Marshall County
Repairs & Upkeep Public Property
been
has
Of the above balance due Marshall county, there
.98 there- Total
$2,659
and
00
$5,025.
t
accoun
st
Intere
Bridge
and
raid Road
for the purpose of refrom has been passed to the Sinking Fund
balance of $891.95 is SCHEDULE "K"
the
and
Bonds
Bridge
and
tiring 1926 Road
Old Debts Paid
due the general fund of Marshall county.
r filed.
vouche
per
1920 Claims, as
Respectfully submitted this April 23, 1927.
r filed
vouche
per
,
as
Claims
1921
CONNELL BRANDON.
1922 Claims, as per voucher filed
DEBITS 1923 Claims, as per voucher filed
SCHEDULE "A"
1924 Claims, as per voucher filed
COUNTY REVENUE
r filed
ment as charg- 1925 Claims, as per vouche
Tax certified to H. A. Miller from 1925 Assess
term.
tion of his
ed to Joe Darnall and uncollected at the expira
Jolla (ii $1.50. Total
GOOD
Advalorem charged u 50c per $100.00 and
Amount
Polls
Advalorem
$228.00 SCHEDULE ."L"
152
$182.30
Taxes Paid
Dist. No. 1
448.50
is a prescription for
299
780.53
$364.45
ge Tax
Dist. No. 2
Draina
Swamp
s
Cypres
Secured or Your Money Back
1925
315.00
, GRIPPE, FLU, DENGUE,
COLDS
210
653.11
347.10
If YoU take the Dr/mown Training. OA
ge Tax
'
Dist. No. 3
Draina
s
Swamp
Cypres
1926
AID
R
FEVE
US
204.00
BILIO
136
training that business men Isitiorse. Toy
454.57
168.13
Dist. No. 4
Can take It at college or by malt. Write today,
Fork Drainage Tax
West
1925
IA.
MALAR
201.00
134
296.33
160.13
DMAINI10311 PltrifTlerL it USINsss commis
Dist. No. 5
93.00 1926 West Fork Drainage Tax
raises& kr
It Kills the germs.
62
186.09
B.
of
'I'.
36.00
24
.10.70.
81
$1,039.
T. of H.
Total
195.36
Non. Res.
9.00
6
••••••••••••••••••••••••
218.07
Promiscuous
"M"
DULE
SCHE
12.00
8
5.50
$2,073.88
rs)
Colored,
13.50 Claims as per vouchers filed (paupe
9
173.21
Omitted
I la
•
"N"
DULE
f
i
SCHE
00
$1,560.
1040
$3,175.77
Funding Bonds Paid
Total
•
41
i
$500.00•
Bond No. 1
PAI
;
•
500.00•
SCHEDULE "B"
Bond No. 2 ..
500.00
Back Tax and Miscelleny
•
ri
;
$248.80 Bond No. 3
500.00•
Back Tax 1924, Bank of Benton
8
No.
Bond
•
102.22
II
500.00•
Back Tax 1924, Bank of Marshall Country
Bond No. 9
92.66
•
Back Tax 1924, Calvert Bank
•
72.32
sville
.00
Gilbert
$2,500
of
•
Back Tax 1924, Bank
•
85.79 Total
Back Tax 1924, Hardin Bank
•
88.31
•
Back Tax 1924, Bank of Birmingham
SCHEDULE
10.87
•
•
Back Tax 1924, Pearl Smith
Notes for Borrowed Money, Paid
4.87
.00
Heirs
•
y
$1,000
Lindse
1924,
Tax
Back
•
(:°114.444
5.73 No. 20135, Bank of Marshall County
0
3,000.0
•
County
Back Tax 1924, Geo. Groshart
ll
•
b4
1.50 No. 21529, Bank of Marsha
I.
1,500.00•
County
Back Tax 1923. Geo. Groshart (Poll)
ll
Marsha
of
Bank
21596,
2.38 No.
•
•
!
Back Tax 1925, J. M. Rickman
2.30
$5,500.00
Back Tax 1925, J. M. Rickman
6.17 Total
Back Tax 1925, R. H. Rickman
7.50
Lumber sold to Max Wolfe
SCHEDULE "P"
Interest Paid
$731.42
•
Total
:
Claims
(a) On old
•
03
•
1921
•
.27
SCHEDULE "C"
1922
•
County Revenue-1926
2.67
•
0 and 1923
•
21.39
Advolorem Tax for County Purposes 01 50c per $100.0
1924
•
$1.50 each.
676.02
a 20c per $100.00 Road Bond Tax and PollAdvolo
rem Polls Amount 1925
•
664.50
$
443
.43
$4,134
.r.
inc.)..
8
1-592,
$700.3
No.
8
(bills
$700.3
Dist. No. 1
1,134.00 Total
756
7,486.88
..819.21
Dist. No. 2 (bills 593-1543, inc.)
969.00 (b) On 1926 Claims (paid)
646
7,265.57
Dist. No. 3 (bills 1544-2332, inc.)
)
anding
616.50 (c) On 1926 Claims (outst
411
4,208.93
Dist. No. 4. (bills 2333-2872, inc.)
as follows:
622.50
415
5
4,534.4
Dist. No. 5 (bills 2873-3428, inc.)
$ 34.22
No 6298 ...
264.00
176
3,420.84
7.00
T. of B. (bills 3429-3711, inc.)
No. 6642
130.50
87
1,233.32
180.24
T. of H. (bills 3712-3840, inc.)
7161
No.
6.00
•
4
481.05
361.71•
Promiscuous (bills 3841-3902, inc.)
140.25
No. 6637
22.50
15
50.54
•
Colored (bills 3903-3924, inc.)
•
Non Resident (bills 3925-4199, inc.) - 2,130.63
•
(d) On Notes:
•
052.50
Co.)
M.
(Bank
21529
No.
•
$34,946.64 2,953 $4,429.50
•
120.00
No. 21529 (Bank M. Co.)
0
modmost
the
with
up
d
fitte
is
shop
Our
15.00
Bank of Birmingham
209.83
22.33
SCHEDULE "D"
No. 20135 (Bank M. Co.)
•ern facilities for tire service and repairs.•
Omitted List, including Corporation Tax
Amount
Polls
Advolorem
Our force is up on the latest methods of .•
$69.00 (e) On Bonds:
46
5.38
$10,87
inc.
1-157,
Bills,
$15.00
d
Omitte
Funding Bond No. 4, Coupons Nos. 4
handling and caring for tires. But we;
;
30.00
g Bond No. 8, Coupons Nos. 4 & 5
Fundin
5.00•have even more here-the old fashioned•
40
3
SCHEDULE "E"
Funding Bond No. 9, ,Coupons Nos. 4 & 5
Borrowed Money
5
g extra for our 0
$1,500.00 Funding Bond No. 10, Coupons Nos. 3, 4, &
30.00 O spirit of doing somethin
Note No. 21596, Bank of Marshall County
4
&
3
Nos.
ns
Coupo
11,
No.
Bond
g
Fundin
0
3,000.0
County
ll
Marsha
45.00
Note No. 21529, Bank of
•customers. And you can't beat that any•
Funding Bond No. 12, Coupons Nos. 3, 4, & 5
30.00
5
4
&
Nos.
n
Coupo
15,
0
$4,500.00 Funding Bond No.
more than you can find a better tire than•
Total
30:00
Funding Bond No. 16, Coupon Nos. 4 & 5
343005...000000•
Funding Bond No. 17, Coupon Noc. 3 & 4
•the Goodyear Tires we sell and service. •
SCHEDULE "F"
4
&
3
Nos.
s
Coupon
18,
Funding Bond No.
Miscelleny
•
Funding Bond No. 20, Coupons Nos. 3, 4, & 5
$
•
20.75
County
ll
Marsha
of
Bank
30.00
Interest Refunded by
5
&
4
3,553.40 Funding Bond No. 22, Coupon Nos.
30.00
Truck License received from State
189.34 Funding Bond No. 23, Coupon Nos. 4 & 5
Penalties and! Interest on 1926 Tax
212.77 Funding Bond No. 24, Coupon Nos. 3 & 4
•
30.00
Penalties and Interest on 1925 Tax
Benton, Ky.
•
Funding Bond No. 25, Coupon Nos. 3 & 4
45.00
5
&
3,
4,
Nos.
s
Coupon
•
28,
$3,976.26 Funding Bond No.
•
Total
Funding Bond No. 29, Coupons Nos. 4 & 5 .
0
°
0
3
436
:0
5
&
4
Nos.
Funding Bond No. 30, Coupons
45.00
SCHEDULE "G"
g Bond No. 33, Coupons Nos. 3, 4, & 5'
Fundin
s:
follow
as
ied
and
Classif
1926 Road & Bridge Claims Paid
30.00 Aft
4
&
3
Nos.
s
Coupon
34,
No.
Bond
g
$ 250.17 Fundin
Calvert City, Ky.
January
mr,„
30.00
4
&
3
000.00 Funding Bond No. 35, Coupons Nos.
ed)
(allow
ry
Februa
IF
1,680.78
1
March
5..555..5...55.5....
0
.5
$690.0
623.78 Total
April

666

•
•
•

ii
•
•

•
•
II
•
•

IF

OSITION

•

•
•

v,
‘,,,
s_

0
•
•

YES,SIR
WE DO GIVE
SERVICE

•
•
•
s
•
•

I

Than Last Year

• • • • $ 8.40
2 Regular Cord
. . $11.25
. • • •
0 Balloon.

AFTEN MOTOR CO.
CALVERT CITY, KY.

1
4

SHERIFF'S SETTLEMENT MARSHALL COUNTY
926

•
1,020.14 (f) Road Bons:
1,017.43 Coupons No. 1 from each of Bonds numbered from 1 to
200, inclusive, except No. 37 at $25.00 each.
1,288.40
$4,975.00
479.40
(199)
859.25
t on Bonds after maturity:
412.65 (g) Interes
$ 5.83
705.74
Funding Bond No. 2
20.83
15.00
918.22
3
No.
Funding Bond
Summary of Schedule "P"
$9,255.96
$ 700.38
(a)
819.21
(b)
361.71
(o)
209.83
$ 864,00 (d)
690.00
(e)
552.80
4,975.00
941.04 (f)
20.83
743.52 (g)
1,936.58
$7,776.96
265.24 Total
1,000.00
134.63 SCHEDULE "Q"
56.00
Miscellaneous Cledits
$426.38
102.50 Sundry Claims, 1927 paid
34.50
284.00 Vital Statistics, 1927
500.00
479.57 Warrant No. 7912 (Lieu Funding. bond No. 4)

••

m Dipped *Tires
Cheaper

May
June
July
August
1
P
September
Comes Connell Brandon, heretofore appointed special Com- October
missioner to make settlement with 11. A. Miller touching his accounts November
cted by December
as sheriff and collector of all that part of 1925 tax uncolle
or of
collect
as
and
.loe Darnall and certified to the said H. A. Miller
Bridge
and
Road
the
of
and
ll
County
for
Marsha
the 1926 Revenue
Total
tax for 1926, and begs leave to submit the following statement and

O

•
•
•BENTON FILLING STATION•

:J. M. T1CHENOR & SONS :

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, (Benton, Ky.)

And The Big
Drive Goes On

FRIDAY, MAY 27, 1927.

JUNIORS RAISING RUBE HENSON,75,
MONEY FOR TRIP DIES WEDNESDAY

SAVE with
SAFETY

Howard's Grove Club Will Give Well-known Farmer Succumbs to
Illness of Complications
Play; Church Grove Gives
near Benton.
Cream Supper.

avow.

Rube Henson, aged 75, a wellA play will be given at HowDRUG STORE
ard's Grove and an ice cream sup- known farmer
residing three
per at Church Grove Saturday miles east of Benton, expired
night for the purpose of raising Wednesday at his home following
a fund for sending a junior club
illness of comIf It's Anything in the Drug Line
boy from. each community to a several weeks
plications.
in
in
Lexington
week
club
junior
up and
Junk.
Mr. Henson is survived by his
We have just had our cash register oiled
The past two
to be widow, two daughters, Mrs. Joe
Jus' Call Gus!
play
the
are now ready for that strawberry money.
of
name
The
growers and
Aunt" McKendree and Mrs. Solon BelAwful
is
weeks have been a wonderful time for both
"Our
Presented
than ever bepickers and we feel that we are more able now
and members of the east are Eliz- cher, of Benton; four sons, Elvis,
money.
your
fore to give you big values for
abeth Howard, , Lena Mae Solo- Claude, Cordie and Rex Henson,
mon, Louise Lee, Ruby Rose, J. all of the county, and a number
,
OUR FRESH VEGETABLES FOR SATURDAY
Dunn, Joe Edd Lee, Paul Lee, of other relatives and friends.
D.
GREENS, RADNEW CORN, GREEN BEANS, MUSTARD
and Edward Freeman.
Funeral services were held at
AND NEW
One trip to Lexington has been three o'clock Thursday afternoon
ISHES, BEETS, GREEN ONIONS LETTUCE
given by the Peaslee-Gaulbert Co., at the Dunn cemetery. Burial armin
•-•
of Louisville. Wendell and Hoover rangements were made by FilPOTATOES.
Howard will go from Howard's beck & Rtilley.
BUY FLIT FOR FLIES AND.CERLO FOR PERSONS.
Grove and Edgar Siress, from
D. ritrea ......taa Sewre
Church Grove, forming the Marshall county team.
They will take part in stock
LOCAL
judging, terracing and other con13
Eggs
tests while there.
15 lambs, $16.25 to out-siders; odd pigs and several nice gilts, some
Butter
18 lots, $15.75q46 to packers; one of them bred. Also four yearling
Hens
HIGHER TYPE OF
08
Cox's
THE HOUSE WITH A BETTER AND
deck choice clipped lambs, $13.50; calves: 3 herefords. All going at
27
Springers
CE
.SERVI
bargain prices. Better hurry,
•
23 market weak.
Leghorn Springers
will pick 'em up at the
somebody
L3ading Day for Poultry is
C. Newton, GilbertsPaul
price.
Friday. Better prices then.
M27c
1.
Route
Ky.
ville,
Gilberts
at
circuit,
City
Calvert
--,-of
side
opposite
leans and On the
E. ST. LOUIS LIVESTOCK
vine, June 11th and 12th.
Potato Plants :from selected
the Mississippi.
East St. Louis, Ill., May 25..(U.
Brewers circuit, at Brewers,
seed, treated Nancy Hall or FlorFOR SALE — Articles for the ida Yam, 500—$1.)0; 1,000-$2.00,
S. Dept. of Agri.) — Hogs — ReThe evacuation cf five parishes June 26th. •
Benton station, Benton, June ceipts 15,000; slow; steady to 50 home including, new perfection 5,000—$1.90 per thousand; 10,000
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J. R. BRANDON INSTALLS
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
J. R. Brandon, Benton grocer,
has installed electric refrigeration in his Hussman unit in his
store. Mr. Brandon is the first
person in Marshall county to
place electrical regrigeration in
operation.
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